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THE FOREDEEPS OF THE NORTHERN ADRIATIC MARGIN: EVIDENCE
OF DIACHRONEITY IN DEFORMATION OF THE SOUTHERN ALPS

FRANCESCO MASSARI
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gence, Anticlockwise shear.

Riasssnto. L'evoluzione dei bacini di avampaese del margine Adriatico settentrionale ebbe luogo in un
regime di convergenza obliqua. A partire dall'Oligocene superiore, gli effetti di compressione nelle Alpi Meri-
dionali rappresentano prevalentemente la componente compressiva di un regime di transpressione destra lungo
la Linea Insubrica, come si può desumere dalla disposizioneetécbelon dei sovrascorrimenti neogenici rispetto
alla Linea Insubrica. Diacronismo della deformazione nel Sudalpino, con accrezione laterale verso est del siste-

ma di sovrascorrimenti, trova una corrispondenza nel diacronismo dei movimenti lungo il Lineamento Insubri-
co, dove gli effe*i di transpressione e transtensione lungo il segmento orientale sembrano più tardivi rispetto ai

movimenti lungo il segmento occidentale.
L'età dei movimenti sinistri lungo le Giudicarie è in buon accordo con quella richiesta per il trasferimen-

to della deformazione dal blocco Sud-Alpino occidentale a quello orientale.
La migrazione verso est della deformazione nelle Alpi Meridionali a partire dall'Oligocene superiore tro-

va una corrispondenza nella migrazione verso est: 1) dei depocentri delle avanfosse Sud-Alpine e 2) delle sorgen-
ti principali di apporto clastico ai bacini torbiditici dell'Appennino. Inoltre è contemporanea alla traslazione
verso est degli archi Appenninici. Si fa I'ipotesi che la migrazione della deformazione verso ovest nelle Alpi cen-

tro-occidentali (Coward tr Dietrich, 1989) e verso est nelle Alpi Meridionali possa risultare da convergenza
obliqua associata ad una componente di rotazione antioraria attorno ad un polo siruato tra le Alpi Centrali e

Occidentali, dove il raccorciamento è più elevato.
Ahtract The evolution of the foredeeps which developed on the northern Adriatic foreland took place

in a regime of oblique convergence. From the Late Oligocene onwards much compression in the Southern
Alps must have been the compressional component of dextral transpression along the Insubric Line, as sug-
gested by the en-échelon arrangement of Neogene thrusts relative to the Insubric Line itself. Diachronous defor-
mation within the Southern Alps, with eastward lateral accretion of the thrust belt, matches diachronous
movemenrc along the insubric Line, where transpression and transtension along the eastern segment seem to
outlast movements along the western segment.

The age of the Neogene sinistral displacement along the Giudicarie fault system is in good agreement
with that required to accomodate continued thrusting in the eastern block after the termination ofthrusting in
the western block.

The extward shifting of deformation in the Southern Alps from the Late Oligocene onwards is reflected
by the eastward migration of 1) depocentres of the South-Alpine foredeeps and 2) entry-points of Alpine-
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sourced sediment graviry-flows feeding the Apenninic flyschs. In addition, it is coeval with the eastward migra-
tion of the Apenninic arcs. The shifting of deformation westwards in the Central-\flesrern Alps (Coward tc
Dietrich, 1989) and eastwards in the Southern Alps may represent the effect of oblique plare convergence as-

sociated with anticlockwise shear around a rotation pole located between the Cenrral and V/estern Alps, where
the indenting Adria plate produced maximum shortening.

Introduction.

The evolution of the Mediterranean ranges, especially in the post-collisional stage,
is characterized by a complex history dominated by large-scale horizontal movemenrs of
adjacent blocks, lateral tectonic escapes, and post-collisional back-arc extensional spread-
ing; the latter was accomodated by ductile deformation in depth and strike-slip motion
along major fault zones which acted as transform boundaries connecting areas of exten-
sion with areas of synchronous crustal shortening. Oblique convergence was accom-
panied by block rotation and changes in the nature of tectonic boundaries and block
rheology with time.

This paper attempts a reconstruction of the evolution of the foredeeps which
developed on the northern Adriatic foreland, mainly from a stratigraphic approach and
an analysis of the age of the denudation products which accumulated in the foreland
basins. Emphasis is placed on analysis of movements along the longirudinal and trans-
verse strike-slip fault zones, which are thought to have played a primary role in this evo-
lution.

Geologic setting.

The Southern Alps (Fig. t) are a polyphase, mostly post-collisional, south-vergent
fold-thrust belt. Indeed, after collision, the Alps assumed the bivergent wedge shape of
an intracratonic compressional belt, notwithstanding its long prior history of N-vergent
subduction and thrust imbrication (Roeder, 1989). Deformation in the South-Alpine
domain mainly took place from the Late Oligocene onwards. However, a S-vergent oro
gen existed in the Late Cretaceous on the southern margin of the Tethys, accompanied
by ophiolite obduction onto the Austroalpine margin and early erosion of Austroalpine
crust (Laubscher, 1970; Laubscher & Bernoulli, 1982). This is documented by Upper
Cretaceous flyschs deposited on the Adriatic margin, which are thoughr by Laubscher
(1970) to have been deposited in the foredeep of the S-vergent Cretaceous orogen. Early
compressional structures in the Lombardy area and Upper Cretaceous flysch partly re-
lated to an Austroalpine source have been interpreted by Doglioni & Bosellini (trsz) as

the expression of early foredeep development in the South-Alpine area, in a context of
transpressive tectonics.

The relative motion between the European and Adriatic'plates was largely right-
lateral and directed essentially E-\l during the Late Cretaceous (\laibel 8r Frisch, tlal).
Coward 8c Dietrich (tlsr) suggest that early ophiolite obduction onto the sourhern con-
tinental margin was follovred by a diachronous continent-continenr collision which oc-
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curred earlier in the Eastern Alps than in the Central and \Testern Alps. This dia-
chronous deformation took place in a context of dextral transpression between the Afri-
can Adriatic promontory and the southern margin of the European continent. Dextral
transpression also played an important role during the Tertiary continental collision.
Trúmpy (19s0) argued that the final closure of the ocean took place in Latest Eocene to
Early Oligocene times. After this "Mesoalpine" phase, resumption of convergence ac-

companied by right-lateral transpression led to backthrusting of the Alps s.s. on the
Southern Alps.

Laubscher & Bernoulli (tltz) noted that obliqueness of convergence in the post-
collisional stage caused both normal compression and strike-slip; they concluded that
the South-Alpine thrusts and Insubric fault zone fit the division of roles often observed
along obliquely convergent plate boundaries. In fact, from the Late Oligocene onwards,
much compression in the Southern Alps must have been the compressional component
of dextral transpression along this Line, which is a generally steep, E-lfl-trending fault
zone with Neogene rightJateral offset, obliquely cutting through the nappe structure of
the main part of the Alps (Laubscher, 1985a), the isogrades of the Leponrine metamor-
phism and the Oligocene plutons (Fig. z). These relationships are especially clear in the
Lombardy area, where a group of basement thrusts are apparently arranged as right-
handed, m-écbelon elements merging into the Insubric Line (Roeder, 1987) (Fig. 1). Peri-
collisional shortening of the South-Alpine crust and dextral convergence created the
thrust belt, which became the principal source for coeval clastic wedges of the foreland
basins such as the Gonfolite Group.

Segments of Insubric Line and related Late Alpine fauhs. From west: CR) Cremosina; CA)
Canavese; CE) Centovalli; TO) Tonale; GI) Giudicarie: PU) Pusteria: DAV) Defereggental-Anter-
selva-Valles; GA) Gail. Related faults are, from W to E: SI) Simplon; EN) Engadine; PE) Pejo; BR)
Brenner; MO) Mólltal; LA) Lavanttal; BA) Balaton; RA) Raba; D) Drauzug; K) Karawanken. After
Schmid et al. (1989).
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Diachroneity in the deformation of the Southern Alps from the Late Oligocene
onwards has been documented by Castellarin (19s+), Castellarin 8c Vai (1986), Massari
et al. (19se) and Castellarin et al. (1987). Castellarin & Vai (1986) and Castellarin et al.
(tltz) showed that the time-space structural evolution of the South-Alpine area is
characterized by lateral accrerion achieved by the addition of younger and younger
branches in an ESE (SE) direction (Fig. 3). This diachroneiry is reflected by the young-
ing of the foredeep clastic wedges parallel to the chain front.

Fig. 3 - Main structural arcuate belts of Southern Alps and North Apenninic front, after Castellarin 8r, Vai
(1986), slightly modified. I) Internal (Cretaceous-Palaeogene) arc; M) intermediate (Mid Miocene -
Tortonian) arc; E) external (Messinian-Quarernary) arc.

As reported by Castellarin & Vai (1981, 1982), the Southern Alps are nor stmcfur-
ally homogeneous, being segmented by major transverse tectonic lines into blocks dis-
playing significantly different and diachronous behaviour during both the Mesozoic rift-
ing stage and the Cenozoic shortening stage. The transverse fearures, commonly iden-
tified as reactivated pre-existing intra-plate discontinuities, such as Mesozoic rifts, pro
foundly influenced the post-collisional evolution of the Southern Alps, by leading to
separate kinematic development in the adjacent segments of the chain. The most impor-
tant of these is the Giudicarie fault system, which separated segments of the chain vrith
significantly different evolution and which may have played a fundamental role in the
eastward shifting of deformation in the Late Miocene. The transverse fearures com-
monly functioned as different rypes of tectonic boundaries at different times. For ex-
ample, the Giudicarie fault zone probably contains stmcflrres related to Jurassic exten-
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sion, Late Cretaceous (and Eocene?) strike-slip movements, Oligocene extension and

Late Miocene transpression.
The major transverse fault systems bound three main blocks with remarkably

different characteristics. The western (Lombardy) and eastern (Veneto-Friuli) blocks

were subjected to significant subsidence during Jurassic-Early Cretaceous times. They
were subsequently the site of foredeep basins and were subjected to major crustal defor-

marion during the Tertiary, with comparatively high shortening. The central element
(Trento-Verona block), bounded by the Giudicarie fault system to the \V and the Schio-

Yicenza Line to the E, was charact erized, by relatively stable and rigid behaviour;

indeed, it does not show any evidence of important thrusting on the surface (Fig. t).
Consequently, the South-Alpine thrust belt consists of two smaller arcs which
developed in the Lombardy and Veneto-Friuli areas, whereas the Trento-Verona block
is not thought to have been significantly incorporated into the South-Alpine chain, but
represents a sort of foreland wedge inserted in the Southern Alps. This block behaved as

a strucural high during most of the Mesozoic, and was the site of volcanic activiry (Les-

sini-Euganei area) during Eo-Oligocene times; this crustal element vras also stable during
the Miocene, unlike the adjacent basins which were subject to significant subsidence.

The Lombardy block displays two foredeeps of opposite polariry, overlapping in
space and partly also in time (Pieri 8c Groppi, 1981; Roeder, 1985; Rossi 8c Rogledi,
1988), reflecting the fact that the S-vergent thrust belt of the Southern Alps and the N-
vergent thrust belt of the Apennines accreted onto the same foreland (Pieri 8c Groppi,
1981). The older (South-Alpine) foredeep was not active in post-Tortonian times, as in-
dicated by a widespread Messinian unconformiry and the southward tilting of its clastic
infill due to the tectonic loading of the later-emplaced Apenninic thrust sheets and fore-

deep sediments.

The Veneto-Friuli block displays two foreland basins of different ages and polari-
ties but partly overiapping in space, i.e. a Dinaric Palaeogene to Middle Miocene fore-

deep with a N\l-trending subsidence axis and a South-Alpine Middle Miocene to Qua-
ternary foredeep with an ENE-trending subsidence axis.

The flysch stage.

A still unsolved problem concerns the age and structural context of the com-
pressional tectonics which affected the Orobic area before the Adamello intrusion, pro
ducing ENE - to E-\f-trending ltructLrres (De Sitter & De Sitter Koomans, 1949;Brack,
1981, 1985). According to Brack (lrss), this tectonics produced a shortening of about 15

km and was fixed by the Adamello intrusion, which was emplaced with northward pro-
gression from 42 to 29 Ma (Del Moro et al., tlas).

S-vergent thrusts affecting the southern plate margin during the Late Cretaceous

are generally admitted (Trúmpy, 1980; Janoschek & Matura, 1980; \7inkier, 1988;

Polino et al., in press). \finkler (tras) argued that continued compression and subduc-

tion during the Late Cretaceous resulted in the formation of a S-vergent fold-thrust belt
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in the Austroalpine continental margin, supplying coarse-grained detritus ro oceanic
basins to the north and continental foreland basins to the south. Several points of evi-
dence indicate that the deformation affected also the South-Alpine domain. The base-

ment of the Orobic Alps dispiays an overlapping low-grade metamorphism for which
mixed ages ranging between 134 and 43 Ma have been determined by Mottana et al.
(1985). The Cenomanian to Campanian flysch deposits of the Lombardian area docu-
ment Late Cretaceous deformation in the South- and Austroalpine realms (Bernoulli et
al., tlsl). In the Lombardian flysch Bersezio & Fornaciari (trsf) have described a

Cenomanian sequence which apparently filled an E-\í-trending depression with a

steeper northern flank, suggesting incipient folding of the Orobic substrate during the
early Late Cretaceous. A Late Cretaceous age of the pre-Adamello compressional tecton-
ics was assumed by De Sitter 8r De Sitter Koomans (1949), Doglioni & Bosellini (\987),
Schmid et al. (lrar) and Laubscher (19ssb). Doglioni & Bosellini (tlsz) assumed that
this tectonics must have been transformed into sinistral transpression along a proto-Giu-
dicarie Line. This interpretation seems to be indirectly confirmed by palaeomagnetic
directions determined in Permo-Triassic beds metamorphosed in the contact aureole of
the Adamello intrusions, which indicate that this area underwent anticlockwise rotation
before the emplacement of the Adamello intrusions (Heller et al., 1989). Evidence of
synsedimentary faulting in the Giudicarie belt during the Late Cretaceous is undeniable
(Casteliarin, 1922; Bosellini et al., 1928; Bernoulli et al., 1981; Castellarin et al.,I9B7), as

indicated by megabreccia bodies, large sedimentary dykes and widespread unconformi-
ties. However, the assumption of transpressive tectonics is opposed by Castellarin
(tlzz) and Castellarin et al. (rraz), who documented the presence of extensional fearures
in this belt, such as widespread clastic dykes and a half-graben (E of the Brenta Group)
bounded by a normal listric fault, both infilled with Scaglia Rossa pelagites. This evi-
dence may be interpreted as the expression of at least locally developed transtensional
regimes. Schmid et al. (trsl) regarded the rise of the Cretaceous Oetztal thermal dome
and eastward thrusting of the Oetztal nappe during the Late Cretaceous as elements sug-
gesting strike-slip movements along forerunners of the Insubric or nearby lines, such as

the northern Giudicarie Line. Several points of evidence suggest that the relative motion
between Adria and Europe v/as mostly lateral and directed essentially E-\l during the
Cretaceous (\flaibel 8c Frisch, 1989). According to Coward & Dietrich (1989), a general-
ized strike-slip setting for the Cretaceous flysch sedimentation may be regarded as the
result of SE motion of the southern part of the European plate, induced by the opening
of the North Atlantic. After the S-vergent thrusting of ophiolite nappes in the Eastern
Alps, the Middle Cretaceous continental collision produced N\l-directed overthmsts of
the Austroalpine units, suggesting dextral transpressive deformation between the collid-
ing margins (Coward & Dietrich, 1989; Ratschbacher & Neubauer, 1989). As a result of
this geologic setting, both internal and external Cretaceous flysch belts were probably
bounded by zones of lateral motion.

The Upper Cretaceous Lombardy ("Insubric") flysch may have been connecred
with the Dinaric flysch through the Austroalpine domain, where the Albian flysch of
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Lienz may represent a remnant of an originally continuous belt (Aubouin et. al., 1970)

primarily fed by Austroalpine units which had just been emplaced. Shortening was

probably transferred from the eastern part of the Eastern Alps to the northern part of
the Dinarids, partly by a broad system of dextral strike-slip faults (Royden 8r Baldi,

1e8s).

The Giudicarìezone therefore seems to represent only a segment of an extensive
strike-slip fault belt bounding the Insubric and Dinaric flyschs towards the Adriatic
foreland. Repeated tectonic activity along this belt is documented by widespread uncon-
formities, large-volume graviry-flow deposits (megabreccias, megabeds and submarine
slides) originating from the unstable margin and emplaced into the adjacent basins; it
was particularly intense during the Turonian and Coniacian-Campanian in the Giudi-
carie belt (Castellarin, 1972) and from Late Campanian to Middle Cuisian in the Tol-
mino trough, which is bounded by the N$I-trending eastern border of the Friuli Ridge
(Tunis & Venturini, 1987). In the Tolmino trough several distinctive breccia horizons
have been recognized by Cousin (tfat) also in the Upper Aptian-Albian, Vraconian-
Lower Cenomanian, and Upper Coniacian-Santonian. The repeated large-volume grav-

ity displacements seem to be consistent with the assumption of high-frequency fault re-

activations in a strike-slip regime. In addition, Upper Cretaceous and Lower Eocene

basins in the Giudicarie zone are elongated with a clearly Giudicarian trend and may
well represent strike-slip basins (Bosellini & Luciani, 1985; Luciani, 1l8s).

The south-westqrard migration of flysch basins in the Dinaric domain from the
Slovenian (Maastrichtian) to Dalmatian zone (Lutetian) is proof of a definite polarity
linked with the Dinaric orogeny (Cousin, 1981). The easternmost branch of the Dinaric
flysch belt was the Belluno basin, infilled with Lower to Middle Eocene turbidites
(Grandesso, 1976).In the Feltre area the flysch deposits onlap on the eastern flank of the
Trento-Verona platform, which survived as a relative high from the Mesozoic through
the Tertiary.

The Friuii, Carnian and Dolomitic areas were strongly involved in the Dinaric
orogeny during the Late Eocene (Doglioni, 1987). The Dinaric front is thought to have

extended into the Dolomites, where the age of deformation is constrained by the Upper
Oligocene-Lower Miocene Parei Conglomerate which overlies strongly deformed Lias-

sic limestones displaying Dinaric-trending folds (Cros, 1978; Doglioni, 1985; Doglioni 8r
Bosellini, 1987).

Flysch sedimentation in the Lombardian area was interrupted by a pelagic inter-
val during the Late Campanian to Early Palaeocene, but was resumed in the Eocene.

According to Bernoulli (trSS), a scenario of S-vergent thrusts and imbricate slices affect-
ing the South-Alpine sedimentary cover at the inner margin of the Lombardy flysch
basin during the Late Eocene is suggested by the occurrence of pebbles of Liassic to
Cretaceous South-Alpine formations in the gravity-flow deposits of the Ternate Forma-
tion, an Upper Eocene prograding submarine fan. The abundance of coeval bioclastic
debris suggests that the basin was rimmed by an actiye carbonate platform.
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The Oligocene extensional phase.

The continental collision ended at about 30-40 Ma (Latest Eocene to Early Oligo-
cene) (Triimpy, 1980) and led to the development of Alpine nappes within the Austroal-
pine and Pennine regions, displaying essentially N, N\í or \l vergence (Mesoalpine col-
lisional event). The continuiry of convergence in the Alpine belt was interrupted by an

Oligocene extensional phase, which separates two distinct groups of events respectively
of Cretaceous to Early Tertiary and Late Oligocene to Miocene age. A similar time sep-

aration of convergent trends can be recognized in the Apenninic and Carpathian belts
(Royden & Burchfiel, tlsl).

As suggested in 1976 by Dal Piaz and outlined tiy Laubscher (tlssa), the Oligo-
cene extensional regime which followed the overthrusting of the Austroalpine and Pen-

ninic nappes onto the North-European craton affected not only the perialpine area and

the European craton, but also the Alpine collisional chain itself. The system of grabens

of the European foreland probably developed in the early phases of large-scale reorgani-
zation of plate boundary configurations. This generalized extensional regime may actu-

ally have resulted from changes in sea-floor spreading rates in the different segments of
the North Atlantic-Iceland Sea, and reorganization of sea-floor spreading axes (Ziegler,
1987).In western Europe the extension was maximum in the South, where the Balearic
rift came into existence between Spain and the Corso-Sardinian block, and progressively
decreased northwards along the Rh6ne, Bresse and Rhine grabens. According to Tap-
ponnier (1977), the graben system was certainly bounded at its southern end by an im-
portant sinistral strike-slip fault system. The Insubric fault zone m y have acted as a

transtensional branch of this system, which would imply inversion of the previous dex-

trai motion. That the periadriatic plutons are intruded into sinistral extensional gashes

as a response to an inversion of the shear direction along the Insubric Lineament is re-

garded as possible by Laubscher (tlss). Sinistral strike-slip in a context of high thermal
gradients associated with crustal stretching is suggested by the fact that some inrusions
(e.g. Bergell pluton) are located on NE-striking branches of the Insubric system (Laub-
scher, 1988); furthermore, according to Gatto et al. (l,Cze), Oligocene dykes crossing the
Austroalpine nappes between the Giudicarie Line and Engadine \lindow commonly
show a NE-striking orientation and are thought by Beccaluva et al. (tres) to be related
to a transtensional regime along the Insubric zone.

According to Del Moro et al. (trss) the northward shift in time of the Adamello
intrusions from 42 to 29 Ma may reflect the northward migration of the fracture zones
through which the magma ascended. This migration of extensional effects through time
may agaín be regarded as a consequence of a transtensional regime. \Tidening of the
opening, along with conturrent infilling by magma, may have developed synchronously
with an approximately E-V-trending large sinistral shear zone. The crustal opening may
simply have acted as a collecting structure for an underlying "layer" of magma from
under-crustal sources thermally active since the Eocene (or earlier) (Dal Piaz & Ven-
turelli, 1985; Dal Piaz et al., 1988; see also Guineberteau et al., 1987).
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The Oligocene extension on the southern side of the Alps promoted both the
opening of intramontane basins in episutural position, such as the Piedmont Tertiary
basin, and the onset of basaltic effusive activity in foreland areas, e.g. the Thiene-Maro
stica region near Vicenza. The Lower Oligocene sediments in most of the Padan areas

are represented by deep-water marls and mudstones, probably related to the Rupelian
major seaJevel highstand, but partly also reflecting this extensional phase.

The presence of minerals of presumably ophiolitic provenance in the molasse

deposits since the Chattian (glaucophane in the Venetian molasse and barroisitic horn-
blende in the Austrian North-Alpine molasse; Massari et a1.,1986; Fùchtbauer, 1967) at-
tests to the early unroofing and erosion of the Tauern \7indow. These findings are con-

sistent with the conclusions of Selverstone 8r Hodges (1987), according to whom low-
angle normal faulting under ductile conditions led to \l-directed removal of the
Austroalpine nappe pile and unroofing of the western Tauern Window, soon after the
cessation of "Mesoalpine" deformation and prior to the thermal metamorphic peak (i.e.

by about 30-40 Ma). Total displacement may have been of the order of several to tens of
kilometres, leading to removal of at least 10 vertical kilometres of section (Selverstone,
1988). These statements are consistent with Genser 8c Neubauer's (ffsf) conclusions
concerning the uplift of the metamorphic dome of the Penninic core nappes in the
Tauern \Window, which is probably linked to orogen-parallel sinistral wrenching and re-

lated low.angle normal faults leading to tectonic unroofing.

The lnsubric phase (Late Oligocene-Early Miocene).

The Insubric phase was responsible for the westward translation of the Insubric
indenter, shortening in the Western Alps, and backthrusting of the Central Alps toward
the Southern Alps (Laubscher, 1988). The wedging of the Ivrea body into the \Testern
AIps is thought by Laubscher (tfa8) ro have occurred during this phase, whereas

Schmid et al. (trsr) argue that it started earlier, as suggested by the arcuate shape of the
westernmost segment of the Insubric Line which may have been predetermined by t1-re

aiready emplaced body acting as a rigid buttress during the Insubric phase.

The westward motion of the Insubric indenter requires that Adria has been
moving independently of both Africa and Europe. Independent kinematics is inferred
by Platt et al. (tlsl) to have been active at least since the end of rhe Eocene, and is im-
plied by palaeomagnetic data which suggest the counterclockwise rotation of Adria by
about 15 degrees with respect to Africa during the Tertiary (Lowrie, 1986).

Schmid et al. (tral) observed that the present-day topography of the Moho is
closely related to and caused by post-collisional shortening during the Insubric phase.

They also stressed that the Moho trough no longer follows the direction of the Insubric
Line east of the Tonale Line, and its topography seems to be unrelated to and unaffected
by the Giudicarie, Pusteria and Gailtal Lines. According to the above Authors, this
would indicate that segments of the Insubric Line accomodated different displacements
at different times.
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Resumption of convergence and dextral transpression after the Oligocene exten-

sional phase was very rapid (Laubscher, 1988). In the Early Miocene the Central Alps
were uplifted more than 9 km by southward thrusting along the Insubric Line (Hurford
et al., tlsl). Southward thrusting also strongly affected the basement and sedimentary
cover of the western Southern Alps (Heitzmann,1987). Rapid cooling identified in the
Lepontine area and Bergell granite (\Tagner et al., 1977; Hurford, 1986; Hunziker &
Martinotti, 1987; Hurford et al., 1989) may reflect rapid uplift and formation of struc-
tural domes due to backthrusting and dextral transpression, but may also result from
thermal uplift combined with tectonic unroofing (Laubscher, 1988; Selverstone, 1988).

Backthrusting and dextral strike-slip faulting under ductile conditions lasted from 25 to
20 Ma and produced a horizontal offset along the Insubric Line of about 60 km, as indi-
cated by the distance of the Bergell intrusion in relation to the Gonfolite Group con-

taining Bergell boulders (Fumasoli, 1974;Hertzmann,1987). According to Schmid et al.
(trar) it is possible that the mylonite belt, vrhich takes up most of the 60 km dextral
shear, continues along the Pejo Line; in this case the latter would have been involved in
the transfer of the dextral motion from the western to the eastern segments of the In-

subric Line.
The synchroneiry of backfolding and backthrusting with major components of

folding and/or thrusting of the Helvetic units to the north is taken by Schmid et al.
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Fig. 5 - Bio- and chronostratigraphic framework of Gonfolite Group in area between Varese and Como.
CF) Chiasso Formation; CC) Como Conglomerate; LC) Lucino Conglomerate; GS) Gurone Sand-

stone. Simplified after fig. 15 ofGelati er al. (1988).

(lrsz) to indicate that the mobile crust of the Central Alps seeks to escape upwards and

laterally onto the foreland, thereby inducing N-directed thrusting within the Helvetic
nappes and S-vergent transport within large portions of the Central and Southern Alps
(Fig. +). The component of backthrusting and transpression along the Insubric Line
rapidly decreased eastwards in favour of simple dextral strike-slip. Vertical displace-

ments and uplift were consequently much more pronounced along the western segment

of the lineament, associated with northward thrusting (Helvetic nappes) and southward
backthrusting. This would probably result in decreasing eastward elevation of the Alps,
as suggested by the eastward axial dispersion of clastic sediments in the North-Alpine
molasse basin during this time (Fúchtbauer, L967;Lemcke, 1984).

The above scenario of backthrusting in the Southern Alps related to transpressive
movements along the Insubric Line is consistent with the stratigraphy of the western

South-Alpine foredeep (Fig. S). A widespread unconformiry of regional importance
marks the base of the Gonfolite clastic wedge in the Lombardy foredeep. The contact
between the Rupelian to Chattian Chiasso Formation, mainly consisting of slope mud-

stones with thin-bedded rurbidites, and the lowermost Upper Chattian portion of the

Fig. 6 Geological sections through frontal South-Alpine and Apenninic thrust-belts and related foredeeps

(traces in inset). Migration of foredeep depocentres can be recognized by eastward progressive
younging of clastic wedges. Sections 1 and 2 show two foredeeps of opposite polarity, overlapping
in space and partly also in time. Inactivation of western South-Alpine foredeep in post-Tortonian
times is indicated by widespread Messinian unconformiry and southward tilting of clastic infill due
to tectonic loading of later emplaced Apenninic thrust-belts and foredeep sediments. Q) Quaternary;
Pli) Pliocene; Plms) Middle/Upper Pliocene; Ms) Upper Miocene; Mm) Middle Miocene; Mi) Lower
Miocene; PG) Palaeogene; MZ) Mesozoic; K) Cretaceous; J) Jurassic; TR) Triassic; PZ) Palaeozoicl
TtV) Tertiary volcanite; Tr\) Triassic volcanite; PV) Permian volcanite; L) Liguride Complex; B)

Magnetic basement. After Cassano et al. (1986), slightly modified.
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overlying Gonfolite Group, mostly made up of deep-sea fan conglomerates, is marked
by a hiarus ranging f.rom 2-3 to 8 Ma and represents an erosional discontinuiry of re-

gional importance, locally accompanied by a slight angular discordance (Gelati et al.,

1e88).

The Gonfolite Group may be regarded as a clastic wedge infilling a deep foreland
basin flanking a S-vergent thrust-belt evidently growing during sedimentation (Fig. e).

The sudden onset and high rate of subsidence strongly suggest a flexural origin for the
basin (Gelati et al., 1988; Roure et a1., tlsl). According to the latter authors, the Ecors-

Crop seismic profile clearly illustrates S-verging Oligocene-Aquitanian thrusts involving
the Adriatic basement beneath the Po plain. Furthermore, this profile outlines a major
Burdigalian unconformity, which postdates the main Alpine deformation. Bernoulli et

al. (1989) describe a regional N-vergent thrust separating Chiasso Formation and Gon-
folite Group from the underlying Mesozoic and Lower Tertiary sequence. This north-
ward thrusting in an overall S-vergent thrust belt resembles the "triangle zones" which
have been recognized in external parts of orogenic belts, and could be either Burdigalian
(as the youngest formation involved in the thrust is of Aquitanian to Lower Burdigalian
age) or Late Miocene in age. The Gonfolite Group includes clasts of Austroaipine, Pen-

ninic and South-Alpine provenance and consists of a number of deep-sea fan systems

which in their proximal area infilled deeply incised canyons. The Gonfolite Group has

been subdivided by Gelati et al. (trss) into three depositional sequences, which prob-

ably correspond to distinct clastic wedges: 1) Upper-Chattian-Lower Burdigalian Como
Conglomerate (with some heteropic formations), aoo-tsoo m thick, containing Bergell

boulders from the lowermost horizons, 2) Burdigalian Lucino Conglomerate (including
some heteropic formations), 800-1000 m thick, and separated by an erosional truncation

0 l0 & 60km
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Facies distribution in subsurface of Po plain and Veneto-Friuli plain during Aquitanian (22.5-18Ma).

1) Deep-sea fan deposits; 2) slope mudstones; 3) platform sandstones. Simplified after Dondi &
D'Andrea (1987).
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from Como Conglomerate, and 3) Gurone Sandstone, a poorly outcropping turbidite
unit, 120 m thick, of pre-Tortonian age. According to Rógl et al. (tlzs), the youngest

exposed strata belong to the Langhian. The outcropping Gonfolite Group may be corre-
lated to the Upper Oligocene to Langhian turbiditic succession existing in the subsur-

face of the Po plain west of Lake Garda (Dondi 8r D'Andrea, 1987), so that on the
whole the deposits of the Gonfolite Group appear to extend over a distance of about 40

km in a N-S direction and at least 200 km parallel to the South-Alpine front (Fig. 7).

In addition to the S-vergent thrusts, the westward motion of the Insubric indenter
probably also produced (or accentuated) some \fl-vergent thrusts in the Lombardian
Alps by inversion of Jurassic listric faults (e.g. Generoso thrust) (Schmid et al., tl8l).

Due to the transpressive character of the Insubric movements, the strike-siip fault
motions created mainly sedimentary source areas rather than subsiding basins and, if
any sediments accumulated along the strike-slip faults, they were probably eroded soon

after their deposition due to the uplift of thickened crust. As a result, most of the detri-
tus which was eroded from the convergent oblique fault zones ended up in the pericol-
lisional foreland basins"

It should also be noted that the Insubric movements correspond in age to rifting
in the Balearic basin, leading to the counterclockwise rotation of the Corso-Sardinian
block, and cover a time-span from the beginning of the Apennine orogeny to the colli-
sion of the Corso-Sardinian block with the Adria plate at about 18 Ma (Dewey et al.,
1e8e).

The Pannonian sideways escape.

According to Sengór et al. (tlss), the strike-slip basins forming along the boun-
daries of lateraliy escaping fragments as a result of complex strains connected to side-

ways expulsion of lithosphere wedges from zones of convergence are perhaps the most
important escape-related structures because they commonly preserve the only strati-
graphic record of events associated with escape. As the Pannonian "fragment" began its
easterly movement, it also started to be disrupted internally (Royden et al., 1982), with
normal faults bounding graben complexes. Between the compressional and extensional
areas, a series of disconnected basins of similar age are lined up, marking the course of
strike-slip faults (Sengór er al., 1985). This kind of role may have been played by the
Klagenfurt, Lavanttal, Noric and Vienna basins (Fuchs, 1980), which have been inter-
preted as pull-apart basins linked to dextral transtensional stresses occurring along the
eastern segment of the Insubric Line and its Riedel shears (Steininger et al., Losz).

The above-outlined stress field seems to predominate from Latest Burdigalian or
base of Langhian to Early Serravallian, and corresponds to the opening, maximum subsi-
dence and infilling of the above-mentioned intra-alpine and intra-carpathian basins. Ex-
tension was accomodated by strike-slip motion along the major fault zones. The in-
volved strike-slip fault systems may be defined as transform boundaries connecting a

zone of extension with one of synchronous compression, as the opening and extension

365
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of the Insubric and intra-carpathian basins seem to be closely related to shortening and
thrusting within the Eastern Carpathians (Royden et al., tls:).

The relief of the Alpine chain was considerable, as indicated by the thick, exten-
sive conglomeratic fans of the Upper Freshwater molasse in the North-Alpine foredeep
and by persisting conglomeratic sedimentation in the Gonfolite basin (Dondi 8r D'An-
drea,7987; Rossi & Rogledi, 198s). The continuing growth of compressional strucrures
at the periphery of the chain indicates that'extension or transtension in the core of the
chain are synchronous with persisting compression in the pericollisional basins.

Fig. 8 - Facies distribution in subsurface of Po plain and Venero-Friuli plain during Serraval|îan (14.7-12
Ma). 1) Deep-sea fan deposits; 2) slope mudst<ines; 3) platform sandstones..simplified after Dondi &
D'Andrea (1987).

In the Lombardy area the depocentre of synorogenic sedimentation seems to have
shifted eastwards with respect to the Gonfolite depocentre (Fig. 8). The M. orfano Con-
glomerate, outcropping in the Prealpine area between Brescia and the Oglio river is a

deltaic formation up to 800 m thick, locally unconformably resting on Mesozoic lime-
stones and consisting of pebbles of South-Alpine Mesozoic formations. It contains ter-
restrial gastropods, vegetal remains and scarce microfauna of littoral foraminifera which
allowed its attribution to the Early-Middle Miocene (Cita, 1954; Vecchia, 1954).

The Late Miocene Giudicarie phase.

From about 14 to 8 Ma the effects of N-S convergence are widespread throughout
the Alps (Laubscher, 1985a). A rapid change from transtensional to again transpressive
conditions took place along the Insubric belt. Miocene basins associated with the east-

ern segment of the Insubric Line and its Riedel shears were everted as a result of strong
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transpression (Laubscher, 1985a). Along the eastern segment of the Insubric Line the in-

fill of the Klagenfurt basin was deformed by transpressive movements which gave rise

to the Karawanken flower structure (Laubscher, 1985a). North-South cònvergence acti-
vated (or reactivated) a system of conjugate strike-slip faults, commonly with transpres-

sive effects, including the sinistral NE-trending Engadine and Giudicarie Lines and dex-

tral N\l-trending Molltal and Lavanttal faults (Riedel shears of the Insubric Line). The
Serravallian-Tortonian Giudicarie phase is regarded as the expression of the northward
motion of the eastern South-Alpine indenter, bounded at the western side by the sinis-

tral Giudicarie fault and at the northern and eastern sides by the dextral Pusteria-Gail-
Vardar fault system (Ogniben, 1986). Laubscher (1988) argued that the offset along the

Giudicarie fault system was probably accomodated by strong shortening, partly in the
area of the Tauern \lindow, partly in the northern part of the Veneto-Friuli block, and
partly in the Milan belt, where the structures are mostly hidden under the Po plain.
Shortening in the Tauern Window area is indirectly confirmed by white mica and bi-
otite cooling ages and apatite fission track ages, which suggest that the western portion
of the Tauern Slindow underwent acceleration of uplift from 10 Ma onwards (Grund-
mann & Morteani, 1985).

The left slip along the Giudicarie fault zone may have involved shifting of thrust-
ing from the western South-Alpine block to the eastern one. The age of the displace-

rnent along this fault system is in good agreement with that required to accomodate

continued thrusting in the eastern biock after the termination of thrusting in the west-
ern one. A similar role was played by the sinistral NE-S\I fault system bounding the
Vienna Basin (Royden, 1985) accomodating part of the displacement between the active
and inactive parts of the thrust belt in the westerrt Carpathians.

Facies distribution in subsurface of Po plain and Veneto-Friuli plain during Torconian (12-6.4 Ma).
1) Deep-sca fan deposits; 2) slope mudstones; 3) prodelta mudstones. Simplified after Dondi Ec

D'Andrea (1987).
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Some evidence of eastward displacement of deformation and uplift is also ap-

parent in the North-Alpine molasse basin, where the inversion of axial drainage in the
Serravallian (Fùchtbauer, 1967;Lemcke, 1984) may reflect accelerated uplift in the East-

ern Alps.
AGIP subsurface data (Rizzini & Dondi, 1978;Pieri & Groppi, 1981; Cassano et

al., 1986; Dondi & D'Andrea, 1987) indicate the presence of a clastic wedge along the
southern margin of the Bergamasc Alps, i.e., in the eastern portion of the Lombardian
foredeep, during the Serravallian and Tortonian. This clastic wedge is in close connec-
tion with the Marnoso-arenacea basin (Dondi & D'Andrea, 1987) (Fig. f) and this rela-
tionship suggests that the Giudicarie zone represented a preferential transport path of
the Marnoso-arenacea feeding system. An eastward time-shift of entry points may be

documented, with terrigenous influx coming from N\l in the Serravallian and from
NN\f or N in the Tortonian (Ricci Lucchi, tgzS).

The development of the Veneto-Friuli thrust belt.

During post-Tortonian times the Lombardian area was no longer affected by
major thrusting. Its folded and eroded clastic successions of Late Oligocene to Middle
Miocene age are unconformably overlain by virtually undisturbed Messinian and
younger sediments. Only weak compression is recorded in the central area of the Po
plain, where the southernmost arc collided with Apenninic N-vergent thrusts (Pieri &
Groppi, 1981).

\fithin the Southern Alps major thrusting in post-Tortonian times seems to be
virrually confined to the eastern block. The Friuli area shows the most severe shorten-
ing, with very tightly imbricate thrust sheets superimposed on the older Dinaric stnrc-
tures and an estimated reduction to one third of the pre-Cretaceous depositional N-S ex-

tent (Castellarin 8r Vai, i986). The amount of shortening within the eastern South-AI-
pine block gradually decreases westwalds toward the central Dolomites and Venetian
Alps, where most shortening (about 207") is apparently related to the important Val Su-

gana basement thrust (Castellarin & Vai, 1986; Bosellini 8c Doglioni, 1986). More to the
west the Verona-Trento high, including the M. Lessini and the BericiEuganei hills, be-

haved as a comparatively more rigid unit and shows geophysical fearures rypical of a

foreland crust (high magnetic anomalies coupled with a gravimetric high) (Cassano et
à1., 19s6). The N\(-trending Schio-Vicenza Line (Fig. 1), which bounds this block to the
east, has been regarded by some authors as an important transcurrent fault, but actually
horizontal movements seem to be of limited importance and the field and geophysical
evidence are primarily those of a dip-slip fault displaying a basement offset which is

maximum in the Schio area, Iateral to the front of the eastern South-Alpine thrust belt
(coinciding with maximum subsidence in the Veneto foredeep), and significantly
decreases from this area both N\fl-wards and SE-wards.

As a result of continuing convergence during post-Tortonian times, the deforma-
tion apparently propagated towards the interior of the eastern South-Alpine block from
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its boundaries, i.e., eastwards from the Giudicarie fault system (where ESE-vergent

thrusting probably continued into the Messinian, according to Castellarin et aI.,7987,
and possibly also the Pliocene and (?) Pleistocene, according to Ogniben, 1986), south-
wards from the Insubric Line and westwards from the old Dinaric thrust belt, reacti-
vated in dextral transpression as a result of NNYi-directed maximum strain. The Valsu-
gana and Belluno thrusts are probably of Late Miocene age, whereas south of these

stnrctures the deformation is essentially of Plio-Quaternary age. The youngest strucrllres
are those lining the front of the eastern South-Alpine chain towards the Veneto-Friuli
plain, where a number of blind thrusts also exist (Slejko et al., tlse). It should be noted

that the age of deformation in the eastern Southern Alps is the same as that of the outer-
most Apenninic arcs occurring in the subsurface of the Po plain.

The Veneto-Friuli area shows peculiar evolution due to the interference of two
foreland basins of different ages and polarities (Fig. to) (Massari et al., llse). In an ear-

lier stage, from Late Campanian to Middle Cuisian it was the site of flysch deposition in
Dinaric-trending basins, probably developing in a context of transpressive tectonics. As

outlined above, shortening was probably transferred from the eastern part of the East-

ern Alps to the northern part of the Dinaric domain, partly by a broad system of strike-
slip faults (Royden 8r Baldi, 19s8). A system of thrusts displaying a S\l polariry
developed, with shortening climaxing in post-Lutetian/pre-Late Oligocene times
(Cousin, 1981). A regional unconformity exists at the base of the molasse sequence of
the Dinaric foredeep in the Veneto-Friuli area, where Chattian to Aquitanian shallow-

foredeep

Fig. 10 - Schematic block diagram showing how Veneto-Friuli foreland basin underwent influences first of
Dinaric thrusting during Palaeogene to Middle Miocene, and then of South-Alpine rhrusting during
Middle Miocene to Quaternary. After Massari, Mellere & Doglioni (in press), slightly modified.
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water deposits are generally underlain by the Lower Eocene flysch, with a contact con-
formable to the west and increasingly unconformable to the east, where it is commonly
accompanied by angular discordance (Cousin, 1931). A weak continuation of Dinaric
thrusting and foreland basin subsidence is recorded by Upper Oligocene to Middle Mio
cene clastic wedges that thicken towards the front of the Dinaric thrusts, as shown by
seismic profiles (Amato et al., t9z6) (Fig. 1o). Ramp-basin infills are not particularly
thick, indicating that thrusting in the most external units was of relatively minor impor-
tance during the Miocene in the N\7 segment of the Dinaric chain and probably repre-

sents the weak final stage of Tertiary convergence.
The later stage of evolution, as outlined above, is strongly influenced by the

South-Alpine deformation. The axis of the foredeep changed from a Dinaric to South-
Alpine trend. This change may be placed in the Serravallian, and marks the onset of
deposition of a new thick clastic wedge of Serravallian to Quaternary age, clearly pinch-
ing out southwards from the South-Alpine front (Fig. 10). The Serravallian to Messinian
sequence consists of outer shelf to epibathyal prodelta mudstones with sparse thin-
bedded turbidites and locally (Vittorio Veneto area) channelized conglomeratic bodies,
grading upwards into delta-front, fan-delta and aliuvial fan conglomerates and sand-

stones. Synsedimentary angolar unconformities linked to the growth of thrust-cored an-

ticlines coupled with local transpressive effects along transverse faults have been recog-
nized in the Tortonian-Messinian sequence (Massari et alt.,7986; Massari et al., in press).

The facies belt is not isochronous along-strike, as fan-delta progradation took place ear-

lier in the Friuli area; this suggests some revival of the Dinaric polariry, probably due to
the reactivation of the NW-trending Dinaric faults and thrust faults in a transpressive
regime.

A deeply incised erosional surface separates the Messinian conglomerates from the
fine-grained Pliocene sediments, and is interpreted as the record of the strong lowstand
known to have occurred in the Mediterranean area in the Late Messinian (Ryan & Cita,
1978 Rizzini & Dondi, 1978) followed by the sudden Pliocene transgression. Seismic
profiles show that the foredeep infill continues with a Pliocene progradational wedge
and a Quaternary sequence, the latter displaying weak uplift near the front of the chain.
A subsurface high near the Adriatic coast rnay represent the peripheral bulge of the
Neogene South-Alpine loading (Roeder, 1989).

Slejko et al. (trse) showed that the eastern block of the Southern Alps is the area

displaying the highest seismicity w.ithin the whole Alpine chain. Shortening and crustal
thickening are stili active and the most intense seismic activiry has been recorded along
the southern margin of the eastern Southern Alps, and especially near their eastern and
q/estern boundaries (Friuli and Lake Garda areas). The Friuli seismic activiry is almost
exclusively given by compressional mechanisms, with main compression directed
NN\í-SSE, and subordinate transcurrent mechanisms (dextral transpression along the
N\í-SE Dinaric faults and thrust faults). The highest seismic activity occurs in the area

east of Pordenone and may be related to the interference between the South-Alpine and
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Dinaric systems. In the Garda area the focal mechanisms are differentiated, including
those related to transcurrent movements along E-\7 striking faults and to ESE-vergent

thrusts.
The high neotectonic and seismic activity at the southern margin of the eastern

Southern Alps, and the northward deepening of the Moho may be the result of under-

thrusting of the Adriatic lithosphere beneath the Alps (Castellarin & Vai, 1981), al-

though a deep seismiciry is apparently missing.

Conclusions.

Relative movements betvreen the plates in the Alpine chain were mostly ob-
liquely compressive due to the anticlockwise rotation of the southern plate in collision.
During the Cretaceous-Palaeogene this led to a diachronous collision, which took place

earlier in the Eastern Alps than in the Central-V'estern Alps, and in a dextrally trans-
pressive deformation regime (Coward 8c Dietrich, 1989). Oblique convergence con-

tinued into the Late Oligocene and Miocene, during which the strike-slip component of
movement was concentrated along the Insubric fault zone, while the compressive com-
ponent was largely taken up in the outer belt of the chain. As stressed by Laubscher
(1988), the Miocene Alps can be considered as a dextrally transpressive intracontinental
mountain belt. In addition, the Insubric fault zone was the site of discontinuous trans-

tension, possibly related to back-arc spreading processes. Two main transtensional
phases are apparent, respectively in the Oiigocene and Middle Miocene, after the main
phases of convergence (Mesoalpine and Neoalpine of Trúmpy, 1973). As pointed out by
Laubscher (1988), compression (transpression) and extension (transtension) seem to al-

ternate in the evolution of the Alpine chain, following poorly understood patterns.
The space and time patterns of thrusting in the Southern Alps from the Late

Oligocene onwards seem to be closely related to movements along the Insubric Line. As
pointed out by Schmid et al. (trer), the history of the Insubric Line was very complex,
with segments accomodating different displacements at different times. In particular,
along the eastern segment of the Insubric Line, transpression and transrension seem to
outlast movements along the western segment. \Tithin the South-Alpine belt thrusts
ended diachronously, becoming progressively younger from west to east (Fig. 11), as in-
dicated by the eastward shifting of ramp-basin depocentres. Thrust propagation prob-
ably took place with an eastward-progressing right-handed en-échelon pattern combined
with "progradation" toward the foreland. The western block of the Southern Alps was

approximately locked into its present position relative to the Padan foreland by Middle
Miocene times. Activation of the sinistral transpression along the Giudicarie fault zone

during the Serravallian-Tortonian coincides with the time-shift of deformation from the
western to the eastern block of the Southern Alps. In other words, during the Tortonian
the Giudicarie probably played the role of a transfer fault system that separated one re-

gion of active thrusting from another where thrusting was becoming inactive. The
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quasi-inactivation of the western South-Alpine (Lombardian) thrust belt is proved by
the dip reversal of the western South-Alpine foreland starting from the Early Pliocene

due to Pliocene to Recent Apennine thrusting (Pieri & Groppi, 1981); instead, the east-

ern (Veneto-Friuli) foredeep does not show any reversal, partly due to the easterly in-

creasing distance to the Apennine load, and partly because of the continuation of thrust-
ing into the Pliocene. 

'

Wester n
W Lombardy

Lake Veneto
Garda Friuti E

Fig. 11 Eastward younging of post-Late Oligocene thrusting and folding within Southern Alps, as inferred
from stratigraphy of foredeep deposits of three representative areas.

Correspondence betrr/een the well-known eastward shifting of the Apenninic arcs

and the similar eastward displacement of deformation and ramp-basin depocentres in
the South-Alpine domain should be noted. This migration is shared by the eastward
shifting of entry-points of the Alpine-sourced sediment graviry-flows feeding the Apen-
ninic flysch basins from the Late Oligocene to the Tortonian (Fig. 7,8,9). A detailed
petrographic analysis of Apennine flyschs led Cipriani et al. (19ss) to the conclusion
that the source area f.or these flyschs is clearly broadening eastwards in time, being re-

stricted to the \lestern Alps during Late Oligocene (Macigno), including the Central-
\7estern Alps during the Early Miocene (Modino-Cervarola), and extending to the Cen-

tral-Eastern Alps during the Middle-Late Miocene (Marnoso-arenacea). '

Dextral shear movements along the Insubric Line are thought to result from the
Tertiary anticlockwise rotation of Adria relative to Europe (Lowrie, 1986), leading to
plate convergence associated with dextral shear. Coward 8r Dietrich (1989) argue that
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dextral transpiessive movements interfered with sinistral strike-slip movements in the
'\0'estern Alps, and that an anticlockwise rotation of the direction of the overthrust

shear in the zone of interference produced a migration of deformation from east to
wesr. This rotational deformation sequence is of regional importance in the Central-
\lestern Alps and apparently persisted throughout the Miocene and Pliocene, as it has

been recognized not only in the Pennine zone (Merle et al., 1989) but also in the exter-

nal zones of the Alps, the Helvetic zone and the Chaînes Subalpines, with younger in-

crements of deformation occurring in progressively western areas (Gratier et al., 19sl).

The westward shifting of deformation in the Central-V/estern Alps and eastward migra-

tion of thrusting in the Southern Alps may both represent the expression of oblique
plate convergence associated with anticlockwise shear around a rotation pole located be-

tween the Central and \ilestern Alps, where the indenting Adria plate produced maxi-

mum shortening.
The geodynamic setting oq a Mediterranean scale was characterized by obliquiry

of convergence and by the successive opening first of the Balearic basin and then of the

Tyrrhenian basin in the rear of the Apennines. It does not seern to be a pure coinci-

dence that the first event approximately corresponds to the Insubric phase and the sec-

ond to the shift of deformation from the western to the eastern block of the southern

Alps. A diachronous end of thrusting also occurred in the \fest and East Carpathians

during the Middle-Late Miocene (Royden & Burchfiel, 1989). Neogene thrusting in this
belt was space- and timeiinked to the back-arc extension of the Pannonian basin, as

convergence seems to have been compensated by east-west extension and crustal thin-
ning in the back-arc basin and heating of its mantle lithosphere. A similar mechanism
was also active in the case of Apenninic belt, where thrusting was linked to the back-arc

spreading of the Tyrrhenian basin. The effect of the eastward displacement in time of
the Apenninic arcs seems to be matched by the diachronous history of movements

along the Insubric fault system and the eastward shift of deformation in the Southern

Alps.
It may be concluded that large-scale horizontal movements, rotations of adjacent

blocks, lateral tectonic escapes, alternation of transpression and transtension, and time-

shifting of deformation along the strike of the arcuate fold-thrust belt, may represent

different aspects of the same structllral context, dominated by oblique plate conver-

gence.
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